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Abstract. This paper focuses on the structure and the concept of the
framework used in the vesselness filters benchmark that was recently
introduced. Vesselness filters are used to detect the presence of vessels
in an image. There exists a wide variety of such filters and comparing
their respective strengths and weaknesses is a non-trivial task, especially
given the different contexts in which they are published. This benchmark
was designed to ease such comparison process whereas remaining easy to
customize. More specifically, this paper presents the benchmark structure
and architecture. It also shows how to integrate new vesselness filters
and/or new metrics in the benchmark with the requirements for future
comparisons and online demonstrations.
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Introduction

Vessel enhancement is an important step of the vessel segmentation process.
Many vessel enhancement algorithms have been proposed over the last twenty
years. However, the enhancement step is often overlooked, and very few filters
are actually used in medical applications. Having a deeper look at these algorithms, one quickly realizes that it is hard to evaluate and compare them by
relying on the associated literature. Indeed, most of them are tested on different
(often private) datasets, which blurs the meaning of the filter scores across different papers. Based on these considerations, we decided to design a benchmark
framework that allows for a comparison between vessel enhancement filters for
3D images.
In this paper, we first briefly recall the benchmark [7] (Section 2). Then, we
propose a detailed description of the benchmark conception with a focus on how
?
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to add new algorithms that fit the benchmark framework and how to add new
metrics (Section 3). We also describe how to reproduce the results obtained in [7]
(Section 4). Finally, an online demonstration is highlighted in Section 5 before
conclusion.

2

Overview of the Benchmark of Vesselness Filters

The different algorithms used in the benchmark [7] are summarized in Table 1.
The aim is to cover the main reference approaches starting from the pioneering
ones with Sato [13] and Frangi [4] that exploit the Hessian matrix in a scale space
analysis. These two approaches are able to take into account a certain amount of
noise level and can carry out reconnection between vessel parts. Based on Hessian analysis, four more recent algorithms were considered in the benchmark:
(i) the Meijering approach initially designed for neurite detection [11]; (ii) OOF
which prevents response overflow from the scale space using a spherical framework equivalent to the Hessian matrix [8]; (iii) Jerman, that uses a volume ratio
of tubular structures to better exploit the eigen values, producing a more consistent response; and (iv) Zhang that improves Jerman solution with a specialized
preprocessing using a K-means classification combined with a sigmoid filter [14].
Finally, to cover other types of approaches, we integrated in the framework a
method based on morphological filters that uses path opening and path-based
structuring elements [12].
Method
Sato et al. [13]
Frangi et al. [4]
Meijering et al. [11]
OOF [8]
Jerman [5]
Zhang [14]
RORPO [12]

Base
Hessian
Hessian
Hessian
Hessian
Hessian
Hessian
Morphology

Main ideas
Vessel reconnection, noise control
Blobs and plates removal with noise control
Neurite detection
Analysis restricted by a sphere
Volume ratio of tubular structures
K-mean with sigmoid using Jerman base
Vote on path opening

Date
1997
1998
2004
2010
2016
2018
2018

Table 1: List of the methods currently available in the benchmark framework
with their characteristics.

Main measures and metrics To evaluate the impact of the different algorithms, the responses of the filters are segmented by thresholding and compared
with ground-truth. Then, the amounts of true positives, true negatives, false
positives and false negatives are computed to define other metrics. In particular,
we consider the Dice score that accounts for the overlap between the thresholded volume and the ground-truth, and the Matthew’s Correlation Coefficients
(MCC). The latter one has a similar purpose but also takes into account the
true negatives, leveraging the metric for highly imbalanced datasets.
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Evolutive structure As it will be described in the following sections, the proposed framework is generic enough to handle different types of images and filters. It can also be used to integrate other algorithms. We benchmarked the
enhancement of liver vessels but any other kinds of structures and images can
be considered. The only parts that need to be swapped in that case are the mask
and reference images. The addition of new metrics is also possible in order to
focus on other types of quality features.
Open framework with online demonstration The source code of the benchmark is available on a GitHub repository:
https://github.com/JonasLamy/LiverVesselness
The main organization of the benchmark is described hereafter and a direct
access allows to test the different algorithms from an online demonstration that
allows to upload specific data:
https://kerautret.github.io/LiverVesselnessIPOLDemo
From this work, the aim is to gather existing and future new algorithms in
order to cover state of the art algorithms. In the sequel, we first show how to
replicate the results and apply each filter using different data.

3

Filter Design and Integration

Since vessel segmentation is generally the final target application, the benchmark
compares the thresholded output of a vesselness filter with a binary groundtruth. For each threshold value, several metrics are computed and aggregated in
a CSV format. In medical applications, the area of interest is often an organ, for
instance the liver in a CT scan of the torso. Our benchmark thus supports the
use of masks to compute the metrics only in chosen/relevant areas.
The benchmark is implemented in C++ and the ITK library [6], which handles multiple medical images formats such as nifti, mhd, dicom series, etc.
3.1

Design of base usage

A vessel enhancement filter is designed to highlight the vessels in a 3D volume.
This is often performed by improving the contrast of tubular structures whereas
removing or decreasing the signal of the other structures and the background.
In our benchmark framework, we wanted the filter implementations to be standalone programs so that they could be reused in other applications. Thus, a
candidate filter should satisfy the following rules for a proper inclusion into the
benchmark pool of vesselness filters:
– parameters should have --input for input option;
– parameters should have --output for output option;
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(a) input image

(b) Frangi output

(c) ground truth image

Fig. 1: Illustration of the Frangi algorithm (Antiga implementation) (b) applied
in the masked liver (a), and compared to the ground-truth (c).

– a mask option --mask should be available where the filtered pixel values are
set to zero where mask is zero and unaltered otherwise. We recommend to
implement the masking as the final step of the filter, so that the masking
does not generate phantom structures with high responses;
– the output of the enhancement filter should be normalized between [0, 1];
– finally if dicom series are likely to be used, a --inputIsDicom option should
also be available.

The CodeList 1 illustrates a commande line example defined to apply the algorithm Antiga on a sample image of the Data directory that contains the Ircad
database (see links on the GitHub repository). The input sample, ground-truth
and results are visible on Figure 1.

./ Antiga -- input ../../ data /3 Dircadb1 .10/ patientIso . nii -- output antiga . nii
-- mask ../../ data /3 Dircadb1 .10/ liverMaskIso . nii -- sigmaMin 2.0 -- sigmaMax
3.0. -- nbSigmaSteps 3 -- alpha 0.5 -- beta 0.5 -- gamma 5

Code List. 1: Command line example to apply Antiga algorithm (Fig. 1) from
the build directory.
Providing a mask or a region of interest greatly modifies the results of some
filters. For instance, Zhang filter uses a K-means-based enhancement specifically
designed for the hepatic vessels; then it performs very well on images of the liver
alone, but using a whole CT scan, it will shift the K-means intensity classes
resulting in poor results, see Figure 2.
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(b) with mask

Fig. 2: Zhang filtering results using same parameters with (b) and without masks
(a). Color scale spreads from blue (low response) to yellow (high response).

{
" Antiga " :
[
{
" Output ":" antiga1 . nii " ,
" Arguments ":[
{" sigmaMin ":"2.0"} ,
{" sigmaMax ":"2.5"} ,
{" nbSigmaSteps ":"3"} ,
{" alpha ":"0.7"} ,
{" beta ":"0.1"} ,
{" gamma ":"5"}
]
},
{
" Output ":" antiga2 . nii " ,
" Arguments ":[
{" sigmaMin ":"2.6"} ,
{" sigmaMax ":"2.3"} ,
{" nbSigmaSteps ":"3"} ,
{" alpha ":"0.5"} ,
{" beta ":"0.5"} ,
{" gamma ":"5"}
]
},
],
" Meijering " :
{
" Output ":" meijering . nii " ,
" Arguments ":[
{" alpha ":"0.4"} ,
{" sigmaMin ":"1.6"} ,
{" sigmaMax ":"1.8"} ,
{" nbSigmaSteps ":"5"}
]
}
}

Code List. 2: Examples of two parameter sets defined to run several instances of
two different algorithms: two executions for the Antiga algorithm and another
for the Meijering algorithm.
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3.2

Design of a parameter set

The effectiveness of a filter in an experiment often depends on its parameterization. In our framework, each set of parameters is represented by a json object. An
example of file containing several sets of parameters is illustrated on CodeList 2.
A parameter object name should reflect the name of the vesselness filter program.
It has two attributes: “output” (i.e. the name of the output of the filter), and
“arguments” (a list of the filters arguments as they are defined in the program).
The output naming convention is left to the user’s choice.
Here are some naming conventions we used. If the parameter set file is a mix
of several filters, the name of the filter should be in the output volume naming
scheme. For instance, the output filenames defined in the three parameter sets
are prefixed with the algorithm name in CodeList 2. If the parameter set file is
composed of the same filter with several variants of parameters, then the values
of the moving parameters should be in the name for easier post-analysis.
The parameters are then used by the benchmark to call the corresponding
command line to run the enhancement filter, so that the first parameter set will
produce the following command line given in CodeList 3.
./ Antiga -- input inputVolume . nii -- output antiga1 . nii -- sigmaMin 2.0
-- sigmaMax 3.0 -- alpha 0.7 -- beta 0.1 -- gamma 5

Code List. 3: First command line generated from the parameter set file of
CodeList 2.

3.3

Database listing

The benchmark uses a database described by a listing text file. The listing file
format should follow this pattern: name of the image instance (a.k.a. volume
name / patient Id), path to the input volume, path to the binary ground-truth,
path to the mask volume (ROI). At least one mask is required, but any arbitrary
number of masks can be added.
3 Dircadb1 .10 // Name
PathToFolder / patientIso . nii // input image
PathToFolder / vesselsIso . nii // groundtruth
PathToFolder / liverMaskIso . nii // first mask
PathToFolder / d i l a t e d V e s s e l s M a s k I s o . nii // second mask

Code List. 4: Example of database listing file.
CodeList 4 shows an example of database listing file. In this example, all
the filters and their associated parameters are applied to patientIso.nii and
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compared to the ground-truth vesselsIso.nii. Metrics are computed in two
areas: the mask of the liver, and the mask formed by the dilated vessels. All the
associated resulting vesselness output volumes and csv files are stored in a folder
named 3Dircad1.10.
3.4

Benchmark parameters

Once the filter parameters and the database file are ready, the last step is to
configure the benchmark. Once again, we chose a json file so that the tracking
of carried out experiments is easier (see CodeList 5).
{
" Settings ":{
" name ":" MyBenchmark " ,
" path ":" P at h To Di rec tory " ,
" i n p u t V o l u m e s L i s t ":" fileLists / Da ta ba se Fi le Li st . txt " ,
" algorithmSets ":" paramSets / all_algorith ms . json " ,
" maskList ":[" Organ " ," Vessels "] ,
" en ha n ce me nt M as k ":"" ,
" nbThresholds ":200 ,
" r e m o v e R e s u l t s V o l u m e s ": false
}
}

Code List. 5: Benchmark parameters.
In addition to the location of the benchmark output directory and the location of the required files, the benchmark includes several options. The first one
is the list of areas of interest MaskList where the metrics will be computed. The
number of masks in that list should match the number of masks added to the
database listing. The option enhancementMask allows the user to choose one of
the above ROIs as a mask for the enhancement filter (effects demonstrated on
Zhang filter on Figure 2 of Section 3.1). If the string is empty, then the metrics are
computed on the whole input image. The number of thresholds (nbThresholds)
allows to control the precision of the ROC curve. Finally, the benchmark is also
designed for low disk memory usage with the option removeResultsVolume.
If this option is set to true, only the resulting csv files will be kept and the
vesselness filter outputs are removed as soon as the metrics are computed.
3.5

Extra metrics

The addition of extra metrics requires to modify the C++ code. The benchmark
is composed of two classes: the Benchmark class which manages I/O and launches
the scripts according to the parameter files, and the Eval class that computes the
metrics for a given binary image and the associated ground-truth, or a confusion
matrix.
Adding a new metric is rather simple. It requires to implement it in the Eval
class and overload the << operator so that the results are included with the
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rest of the metrics in the csv file. One should not forget to add the name of the
metric in the header of the csv in the benchmark.cpp file.
The metrics already available are:
– true positives, true negatives, false positives, false negatives;
– accuracy, sensitivity, precision, specificity;
– Dice, Matthew’s Correlation Coefficients (MCC).
3.6

Results analysis

Since the outputs of the benchmark are csv files, the post-analysis can be done
using tools such as pandas, matlab or any csv file reader. In the associated work
[7], we were interested in measuring the most efficient filters when it comes to
maximizing the mean MCC over the whole dataset. In other words, we aimed
to determine the filter and parameter set that led to the best results in average,
instead of seeking a per volume fine tuning.

4

Reproducibility of Benchmark Results

In this section, the focus is made on the reproducibility of the results presented
in [7]. The reproducibility term follows the ACM definition: “it consists of reproducing the results from a different research team by using the same experimental
setup” [3]. For this purpose of reproducibility, the requirements and main steps
are presented in the following.
Requirements The dependencies to construct the benchmark programs are
the ITK library [10], the JsonCPP library (a C++ Json parser) [2] and the
cmake (3.10.2 [1]) build architecture. Note that to improve the reproducibility
success probability, a git submodule is integrated in the main repository to link
to external library. The post-analysis script requires python3 with matplotlib,
pandas and numpy. Note that a virtualenv based configuration is also provided
for this script analysis step.
Experiment process The experiments for the benchmark described in [7] follow
two main steps. These experiments are relatively complex and some manual
analyses are required. In particular, we chose to find optimal parameters with
a two steps strategy. First, using default intrinsic parameters, we searched the
best scale parameter set that maximizes the mean MCC over the whole dataset.
Once these optimal scale parameters were found, a second run was performed
to find the optimal intrinsic parameters. For instance, if we consider the Frangi
algorithm, it means looking first in a three dimensions scale space, and then in a
two dimensional intrinsic parameter space instead of handling a five dimensional
space as a whole.
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Step 1: scale search. For a chosen method, the first step is carried out by launching a scale parameter search, which can be done for all samples of the databases
in one command line call (see CodeList 6). Approximately 24 hours of computation are required to process a full database such as Ircad. However, it is possible
to run several methods in parallel using a server with sufficient memory and
computational power. At the end of this step, three csv files per method are
produced, corresponding to each mask. Table 2 shows a sample of an aggregated
result of this first step.
// To do for each method of the benchmark
./ Benchmark -s scaleSearchIrcad < NameOfTheVesselnessFilter >. json

Code List. 6: Scale search command line.
Once the benchmark has been run for all the methods, a python script is in
charge of summarizing the results in a pdf file. It gathers all the csv files in a
folder and invokes generatePDF.sh. The produced pdf file will contain the top
parameter set for each filters, and the top seven parameter sets per filters for
each mask maximizing both MCC and Dice.

Table 2: Best scale parameter sets maximizing MCC.
Ircad - Whole liver
Method
σmin σmax nb
Sato et al. [13]
1.4
2.4
Frangi et al. [4]
1.4
3.0
OOF [8]
0.6
2.8
Meijering et al. [11]
1.2
2.2
Jerman et al. [5]
1.4
2.4
Zhang et al. [14]
1.4
2.4
Method
path size factor nb
RORPO et al. [12]
60
1.2

steps
4
4
4
4
4
4
steps
3

Vascusynth - Whole volume
Best MCC
σmin σmax nb steps Best MCC
0.269 ± 0.065
1.4
2.8
4
0.541 ± 0.044
0.344 ± 0.061
1.4
2.8
4
0.543 ± 0.040
0.191 ± 0.039
0.6
1.6
4
0.382 ± 0.038
0.138 ± 0.038
1.4
2.8
4
0.356 ± 0.040
0.282 ± 0.063
1.4
2.6
4
0.612 ± 0.039
0.344 ± 0.106
1.4
3.0
4
0.432 ± 0.040
Best MCC path size factor nb steps Best MCC
0.384 ± 0.077
10
1.6
4
0.311 ± 0.032

Step 2: intrinsic parameter search Once the scale search is done, we perform an
intrinsic parameter search with the fixed best scale parameters. The results are
summarized in Table 3.
Finally, the filtering results are shown in Table 4 and illustrated in Figures 3
and 4.

5

Online Demonstration for Simple Custom Experiments

The different algorithms of the benchmark are available in the online demonstration mentioned in Section 2. The user can choose to apply a particular algorithm
and change the default parameters in order to assess the behavior and stability of
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Input (3DIrcadb1.2 mip)

Sato filter

Frangi filter

Meijering filter

OOF filter

Jerman filter

Zhang filter

RORPO filter

Fig. 3: Results on the sample 3DIrcadb1.2 obtained for the parameter sets obtaining the best mean MCC.
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Input (Vascusynth)

Sato filter

Frangi filter

OOF filter

Jerman filter

Meijering filter

Zhang filter

RORPO Filter
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Fig. 4: Results on sample data 11 of group 4 obtained with the parameter set
obtaining the best mean MCC.
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Table 3: Best parameter sets maximizing MCC. Note that the RORPO and
Meijering methods are not mentioned here since they do not have intrinsic parameters.
Ircad - Whole liver
Vascusynth - Whole volume
α
β
MCC
α
β
MCC
Sato
0.3
1 0.275 ± 0.066
0.9
2.8 0.544 ± 0.043
α
β
MCC
α
β
MCC
Frangi
0.6
0.4 0.356 ± 0.079
0.2
0.8 0.602 ± 0.042
σ (smoothing)
MCC
σ (smoothing)
MCC
OOF
0.5
0.190 ± 0.041
0.5
0.343 ± 0.035
τ
MCC
τ
MCC
Jerman
0.2
0.318 ± 0.081
0.8
0.612 ± 0.040
τ
MCC
τ
MCC
Zhang
1.0
0.346 ± 0.106
0.6
0.478 ± 0.041

Table 4: Results sum up table.
Best MCC
Ircad - Liver mask Vascusynth - Whole volume
Sato
0.275 ± 0.066
0.544 ± 0.043
Frangi
0.356 ± 0.079
0.602 ± 0.042
Meijering 0.138 ± 0.038
0.356 ± 0.040
Jerman
0.318 ± 0.081
0.612 ± 0.040
Zhang
0.346 ± 0.106
0.478 ± 0.041
OOF
0.190 ± 0.041
0.343 ± 0.035
RORPO
0.384 ± 0.077
0.311 ± 0.032

the algorithm (see Figure 5 (a)). He/she can also choose to apply the filter on a
restricted area of interest around a particular organ by selecting predefined mask
images such as liver, vessel or bifurcation areas (see Figure 5 (a)). Moreover the
user interface offers the possibility to upload new volume data and to check the
response filter on any new images. In this case, the default mask images cannot
be applied, but the user can choose to use his/her own custom mask before the
image upload. Any kind of 3D volumetric images supported by ITK can be used
such as .vol, .nii, .mhd, or .mha and the maximal size is fixed to 50 MB.
The demonstration provides complementary feedback for the user through
the 3D display of the resulting response. The 3D viewer is the itk-vtk-viewer [9]
that provides a 3D volume display with the ground-truth (when available). With
this viewer, the user can focus on the areas of interest directly from the interaction with the online demonstration. Figure 6 illustrates the viewer embedded
in a web browser. Thanks to this advanced viewer, the result of any user upload
volume data can be displayed (Figure 6 (b)) and different display settings can
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(b)

Fig. 5: Illustration of the online demonstration interface. (a) Main interface allowing to select and change the default parameters, including the intrinsic parameters and mask image (highlighted in blue). (b) Archive section of experiments
given from user uploaded images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Illustration of the 3D display obtained from the online demonstration. (a)
Result of a filter displayed with ground-truth (in light red). Experiments with
user’s data can also be carried out (b) and the viewer allows to set the contrast
display (c).

be adjusted such as the contrast and filter intensity scale (Figure 6 (c)), or the
type of display by using 2D cutting planes.
The website interface also provides archives of the uploaded user’s experiments (Figure 5 (b)). The access to the user’s results is interesting to highlight
the domain of interest and to show the global weaknesses and strengths of a
particular algorithm. For now, the volumetric source images are stored on the
server but depending on the user’s upload usage, the result archive could be restricted in the future to the image previews of experiments with the parameters
used.
Filter results embedding in other web pages The online structure of the
demonstrations allows the user to export the 3D view of the filter results in other
web pages by simply relying on few lines of HTML code. A typical example is
illustrated on the following GitHub repository:
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https://kerautret.github.io/EmbeddingLiverFilterResViewer
The main instructions needed to embed a filter result are described in the example page. They consist of copying few lines of code and updating two links
(one for the filter result and one for the mesh reference). An overview of a result
view embedding is illustrated in Figure 7. This behavior is possible thanks to
itk-vtk-viewer and online demonstration archive coupled together. Such a feature
can be useful to illustrate the performance of filter results in various conditions
like in a research project web page and also for teaching activities.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Example of 3D result embedding in other web pages. (a) Interactive 3D
viewer embedded in a GitHub web page. (b) HTML container source code with
main steps to construct the given page.

Online demonstration repository source Following the purpose to integrate
other future reference methods, the source code on the online demonstration is
available in the following repository:
https://github.com/kerautret/LiverVesselnessIPOLDemo
The main idea is to invite authors to propose their new filter algorithms.
The integration in the online demonstration can be done in two main steps
(see Readme.md file of the above repository). The first step is to address the new
source code to the main benchmark repository. Then, the authors can request an
issue to integrate their new methods with the description of specific parameters
(or propose directly the demonstration template edition through a GitHub Pull
Request).
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Conclusion

In this paper, the architecture of a fully reproducible benchmark experiment was
presented including benchmark set up, use of different masks and databases. We
also provided an online demonstration to perform quick tests and visualization without any software installation. We also took special care to design the
benchmark so that the addition of new filters would be very easy both in the
benchmark structure and on the online demonstration. We highly encourage the
community to contribute to the algorithm pool through the different GitHub
repositories so that future state of the art algorithms could be compared with
existing literature.
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